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Abstract: The influence of the charge state q on surface modifications induced by the impact of
individual fast, heavy ions on muscovite mica was investigated. Beams of 593 MeV 197 Auq+ with
well-defined initial charge states over a relatively broad range of values (30 to 51) and at different
irradiation geometries were used. At normal incidence, the impact features are rounded protrusions
(hillocks) with &20 nm in diameter. At grazing angles, besides the hillocks, craters and elongated tails
(up to 350 nm-long) extending along the direction of ion penetration are produced. It is shown that the
impact features at normal incidence depend strongly on the initial charge state of the projectiles. This
dependence is very weak at grazing angles as the ion reaches the equilibrium charge state closer to
the surface. At normal ion incidence, the hillock volume scales with q3.3±0.6 . This dependence stems
largely from the increase in the hillock height, as a weak dependence of the diameter was observed.
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1. Introduction
Modification of materials by localized and dense electronic excitations produced
by fast ions, electron, or laser beams is the basis of various structuring tools used in an
increasing number of applications. The amount of energy pumped to the electronic system
may be very high, triggering, if its relaxation is sufficiently slow, substantial atomic motion
and particle ejection at the surface [1,2]. In particular, for individual fast heavy ions, a
trail of modified material is produced along the material (the latent track), which can
subsequently be developed into pores of different shapes [3]. At the surface, nanometersized craters or protusions may be directly produced as a result of an ion impact, modifying
locally its topography and its physico-chemical structure [4–8]. Patterning of surfaces for
nanofabrication of devices [9,10] is one of the most prominent applications.
Cratering or hillock formation is observed for ions in a broad energy range: in the
so-called nuclear regime (kinetic energies around tens of keV), where ballistic collisions
dominate [4,11]; for slow highly-charged ions, where potential energy transfer to the target
dominates [12]; or for ions with energies in excess of ∼0.1 MeV/u where energy deposition
occurs mainly via electronic excitation [6,8,13–15]. Depending on the energy regime of the
ions and the type of material being bombarded, the shape of the impact features and the
underlying mechanisms of formation may differ, but the resultant structures are always
huge compared to the atomic size of the particles that produce them. For example, in metals,
a 400 keV Au ion impacting on a thin Au layer can produce rimmed craters containing
thousands of atoms [16]; in polymers, a 200 MeV Au ion is able to eject, at grazing angles,
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a volume of material corresponding to a mass of ∼106 u [17]; in ionic crystals, a 180 MeV
Au ion may eject a nanoparticle with a diameter of &10 nm [18].
In this work, we focus on surface modification in muscovite mica induced by high
velocity ions with non-equilibrium charge-states in the electronic stopping regime. For a
3 MeV/u Au ion, more than 99% of the energy lost by the ions is deposited in the electronic
subsystem. A considerable fraction (50% or more) of the energy deposited in the track
of a swift heavy ion is concentrated in a core region of ∼1 nm radius, where ionizations
are directly produced by the ions. The emitted secondary electrons spread the rest of the
energy over larger areas. The exact dimension of such regions (i.e., the excitation volume)
depends on the velocity of the ions. Due to the high energy density in the core of the
impact, melting or even evaporation may occur [19]. The sudden expansion of the material
in the core may also generate pressure waves [20,21], which, together with the thermal
effects, are believed to be the major sources for cratering and mass transport. The exact
mechanism underlying the topological changes induced by fast ion impacts is, however, not
well-understood. Comparison between theory and experiments may be further obscured
by thermomechanical relaxation effects of the surface features, which may occur long after
the thermalization of the ion track region [22].
When swift heavy ions travel in a material with an initial charge state q different
from its equilibrium value, charge exchange processes occur until the charge reaches a
steady-state value qeq . Usually the equilibration length is short, but for sufficiently fast
ions (e.g., 3 MeV/u Au), it can be hundreds of nanometers, a figure comparable or much
larger than thin layers present in a great number of devices. As the stopping power, dE/dx,
depends nonlinearly on q (typically dE/dx ∝ qn , with n < 2 [23]), near-surface effects of
ion-solid interactions (such as surface tracks) may depend strongly on q. Indeed, we have
demonstrated that this is the case for crater features in polymeric thin films [15]. The exact
dependence of the size of impact features on q is thickness dependent, but here we show
that, even for surfaces of bulk materials, the q effects are still important. We also explore
the variation of q with penetration depth to estimate the size of the excited region below
the surface that contributes to crater and hillock formation.
Muscovite mica is an insulating, layered crystalline silicate with high radiation sensitivity and, consequently, it is frequently employed as an external, passive particle detector [24].
Cleavage produces atomically flat surfaces ideally smooth for studying surface modification induced by ion irradiation with Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM). For these reasons,
radiation effects at mica surfaces had been comprehensively investigated with a variety
of scanning modes in the literature [13,25–35]. It is important to note that cross-sectional
diameters obtained via SFM are systematically higher than other techniques such as Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) [36] or Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) [37,38].
This apparent discrepancy had been attributed to the sensitivity of the technique employed
to detect the amorphous track immersed in a diluted crystalline phase [37]. By comparing topographic and phase-contrast modes, we give further support to this hypothesis.
Additionally, charge-state effects in mica had only been reported for slow highly charged
ions [39–45]. The charge state of fast ions may contribute significantly to the electronic
stopping power at the surface [46]. For instance, it had been demonstrated to influence
crater formation in polymeric thin films [15] and electronic sputtering in ionic crystals [47].
2. Results
2.1. Electronic Stopping Power at the Surface
The charge-state dependent electronic stopping power was calculated using the approach of Schiwietz and Grande [48] provided in the program CasP6.0. The calculations gave a parameterization of the electronic stopping power for mica in the form of
(dE/dx )el ∝ q1.21 (Figure 1). The calculated electronic stopping power (dE/dx )el varied
from 2000 eV/Å (q = 30) up to 3700 eV/Å (q = 51). At the equilibrium charge state, the
CasP6.0 values are in good agreement with the SRIM code estimations [49].
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Charge state
Figure 1. Electronic stopping power for 593 MeV Au beams of different charge states q in mica
as calculated by the code CasP6.0. These Au charge states are obtained from 593 MeV Au30+ ions
exiting amorphous carbon foils of different thicknesses (see inset with data from Grande et al. [50]).
Well-defined initial charge states reach the targets, as the beam passes through a series of magnetic
analysers in the way to the irradiation chamber.

The equilibrium charge-state obtained in amorphous carbon films (see Materials
and Methods section) was qeq = 46.3 ± 0.1 and shall also hold for mica, as it is weakly
dependent on the atomic number of the target. Because of the high atomic number and
speed of the 3 MeV/u Au ion, it has a large charge equilibration distance within the target.
The half equilibration-depth estimated for mica is leq ∼40 nm (again, see Materials and
Methods section). In addition, because the projectile velocities are the same, the size of the
excitation volume near the surface (determined by the range of secondary electrons) is fixed
for all q, and the mean deposited energy density in the ion tracks ε is simply proportional
to (dE/dx )el . That is, dE/dx scalings can be obtained free from distortions which may
arise when beams of different velocities are used.
2.2. Phase Imaging and the Nature of the Impact Features
Figure 2a,b show topographic and phase images of surface modifications produced
by 3 MeV/u Au51+ ions impinging at normal incidence on mica. The impact features at
normal incidence appear only as protrusions. At grazing incidence (Figure 2c,d), very
small craters and extremely long tails (with lengths that can reach 350 nm or more) are
seen. Such tails tend to broaden at the end and have a height of only a few atomic planes
but are still clearly visible on the flat mica surfaces. The images also clearly show shallow
elliptical craters. Craters on mica have not been observed in previous works with atomic
ions (only when C60 cluster beams in the MeV range were used [31]). This difference in
observation is, most probably, a tip effect, and demonstrates the improved quality (smaller
tip radius) of the tips used in the present work.
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Figure 2. Topographic (a,c) and phase (b,d) SFM images of individual ion tracks produced by
3 MeV/u Au51+ ions on freshly-cleaved mica surfaces. The scale bar of 50 nm applies to all images.
The color scale covers variations of height of ±2.5 nm relative to the unmodified surface in the
topographic channels and phase shifts of 20◦ in the phase images. Black arrows indicate the direction
of the ion beam for grazing incidence.

Images of phase contrast, a mode usually not explored in radiation damage studies,
provide additional information about the impact features. The phase contrast emerges
basically from changes in energy dissipation between the oscillating SFM tip and the
sample. It has been used to detect local changes in composition [51], but the contrast
could also be induced by changes in curvature at the boundaries of topographic features.
Hillocks observed on mica present a (positive) phase shift, both at normal and grazing
incidence. At normal incidence, the region where the phase shift is seen correlates very
well with the lateral size of the protruded volume. This indicates that hillocks are not only
the result of a physical expansion of the the material but might as well involve some sort
of chemical modification. However, at grazing angles, only part of the protruded region
surrounding the crater (and the crater area itself) has a phase shift. The long tail shows no
phase contrast and behaves much like pristine mica, suggesting that, in this case, only a
gentle physical displacement of atoms is involved. It has been shown previously by highresolution imaging that tails in mica have preserved crystal lattice [26], whilst at the center
of the impact a softer and disordered structure is formed, with enlarged friction [25]. Taken
together, the present results and previous observations give support to the idea that the
raised regions produced by the ion impact, at distances sufficiently away from the impact
center, are a volume of material dislodged from their position by a gentle mechanical
process, involving little structural modification. On the other hand, the amorphised central
hillock in mica, which are close to the center of the transiently heated ion track, where the
deposited energy density is highest, underwent substantial rearrangement.
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2.3. Impact Features Induced by Ions of Different Initial Charge States q
Figure 3 shows typical images of impact features produced by 3 MeV/u Au of different
initial charge states in mica at normal and grazing incidence (11◦ to the surface). A clear
correlation of the size of hillocks with the charge state is seen at normal incidence, but this
effect disappears for glancing collisions. Only the crater size appears to be slightly affected
by the charge state at grazing angles.

Figure 3. SFM images of mica crystals bombarded at two different angles of incidence by 3 MeV/u
Auq+ of different initial charge states. Images (a–d) depict impacts at normal incidence and images
(e–h) are of samples bombarded at grazing incidence (11◦ to the surface). The entrance charge state
is given in each panel. The color (height) scale is the same for all images. The scale bar of 100 nm
applies to images (a–d), and the bar of 200 nm to images (e–h). Black arrows indicate the direction of
the ion beam for grazing incidence.

Figure 4 depicts the average hillock dimensions as a function of q for irradiations at
normal incidence. Each data point is a mean value over about 50–100 impact features. The
bars are not actually error bars, but a measure of the fluctuations in size of the individual
surface tracks because of the statistical nature of the energy deposition by each individual
ion. The fluctuations in the hillock volume are relatively large (up to ∼30%), considering
the high (dE/dx )el of 3 MeV/u Au and are not the result of mixing data from tips of
distinct sharpness. In order to evaluate possible effects of the tip quality on the scaling
of the hillock size with q, we have also plotted separately mean values calculated from
two sets of tips: the standard Si tips (with nominal apex radii better than 10 nm) and the
supersharp Si tips (with nominal radii below 2 nm). Apart from the obvious enlargement
of hillock size when standard tips are used, no significant differences in the q dependence
were seen. At grazing incidence, the dimensions are independent of the charge state (data
not shown).
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Figure 4. Average dimensions of hillocks induced in mica by projectiles of different initial charge
state impinging at normal incidence: (a) height Hh ; (b) diameter Hd ; (c) area Ha ; and (d) volume HV .
Solid lines depict the scaling of each dimension with q, fitted to power laws. The influence of using
tips of different sharpnesses is also illustrated for the hillock volume; (e) histograms showing the
distribution of hillock volumes for the different initial charge states.

3. Discussion
3.1. Scaling of Surface Tracks with the Initial Charge State
For normal incidence, hillock volume in mica scales as q3.3±0.6 (Figure 4d). This
dependence stems largely from the increase in the hillock height (∝ q1.5±0.5 ), as a much
weaker dependence of the diameter was observed (∝ q0.53±0.26 ). The scaling for the hillock
volume is similar to the dependence found for rim volumes produced by the same 3 MeV/u
Au ions in 105 nm-thick PMMA films (also a cubic dependence), but weaker than the
q5.5±0.10 observed in 10 nm-thick PMMA films [15]. That is, excitation at deep layers in
mica at which the charge state has changed towards equilibrium also contributes to hillock
formation. Near-surface events (at depths smaller than the half-equilibration length of
∼40 nm) still provide the largest fraction of the energy and momentum needed. On the
other hand, in the case of grazing angles (Figure 3e–h), the q-state effects completely vanish.
This is expected because of the larger path traversed by the ions inside the material to reach
a given depth (a factor of 5 longer compared to normal incidence) and the closer proximity
to the surface of regions excited under a charge-state equilibrium condition. Thus, when
the path length is comparable to or larger than the half-equilibration depth the charge state
of the fast ion, q do vary towards the same (equilibrium) charge state and, consequently,
the q-effects smear out because the effective charge state in the material will be close to this
equilibrium value (qeq = 46.3 ± 0.1), irrespective of the initial, entrance charge-states. This
is, of course, the situation reported in this work. Data from such bulk-like conditions at
least show qualitatively how important the near surface is to the formation of the surface
tracks. We also note that the fitting exponents found in the scaling relations are not strongly
affected (<10%, i.e., smaller than the reported uncertainties) by the inclusion of a threshold
formation of hillocks (350 eV/Å) [52].
Ignoring the smoothing effect of the deeply excited layers on the q-dependence, and
using the relation (dE/dx )el ∝ q1.21 shown in Figure 1, the (dE/dx )el dependence of
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hillock volume extracted from the normal incidence data is HV ∝ (dE/dx )2.73
el . Applying
the same procedure to the hillock diameter, one gets Hd ∝ (dE/dx )0.44
el . The hillock
diameter has been used in the past to deduce ion track sizes and compare to measurements
extracted from TEM or SAXS. In our view, such comparisons must be taken with care,
as hillock creation is a phenomenon influenced by material expansion and flow near the
free surface. Such relaxation phenomena coupled to the well-known tip convolution
effects of SFM often make the size of surface tracks larger than those extracted from the
aforementioned techniques [6]. We note that the present results for the hillock diameter,
even when supersharp tips were used, are systematically higher than those reported
previously for the same electronic stopping power using SFM. However, the deduced
dE/dx dependence for the hillock diameter in our work is similar to previous results found
in the literature [6,34].
Although it is hard to evaluate the “true” size of the features imaged by SFM, it
is possible to estimate to what extent the scalings of the impact features with q may be
distorted by the size and geometry of the SFM tip. In a first approximation, the measured
feature is a convolution of the true size and the detector response which is fixed and
determined by the tip radius. Thus, the finite size of the tip will affect much more the small
protrusions at the lower q-state than the large ones. Therefore, the finite tip size would
make the scalings with q less steep. This means that the power laws presented here are a
lower limit to the actual values. Experimentally, we observe only a slight increase in the
exponent of the power law of the protruded volumes with q (∼10%) when the supersharp
tips were used in comparison with the standard tips, well within the uncertainties of the
fittings (Figure 4d).
Finally, we add a few notes on the increase in size dispersion at larger q. This effect is
quite large and a bit surprising, as size fluctuations supposedly correlate with fluctuations
in the local deposited energy, which should be smaller than the total deposited energy
itself for increasing values of q. In fact, for any value of q, the energy-loss straggling is
dominated by close collisions events and thus it will depend mostly on nuclear charge
of projectile Z. Therefore, the energy-loss straggling for a fixed q will be given by the
Bohr straggling formula at high projectile energies. However, since the projectile charge,
and hence the stopping power, fluctuates during its slowing down, an extra energy-loss
straggling mechanism comes into play. This so-called charge–exchange straggling can
exceed the Bohr value by 1–2 orders of magnitude for heavy ions in the MeV/u energy
regime [53] and therefore could explain the present experimental results.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Targets and Bombardment Conditions
The heavy-ion cyclotron at the Hahn–Meitner Institute (Berlin, Germany) was used
to produce beams of 3 MeV/u 197 Auq+ (593 MeV) with well-defined charge states q over
a relatively broad range of q values. Initially, a careful check of the intensity of possible
beams was performed, using carbon foils of various thicknesses (from 3 to 200 µg/cm2 ),
placed after the acceleration stage. For a beam of 593 MeV Au30+ exiting the cyclotron, a
range of charge states from 30 to 51 was achievable. In this way, the mean exit charge-state
qmean was obtained as a function of the thickness of the carbon foils. This allowed the
extraction of the equilibrium charge-state (qeq = 46.3 ± 0.1) and the equilibration depth in
amorphous carbon (a-C).The half equilibration-depth for a-C is ∼50 nm (Figure 1, inset).
For mica, the equivalent half equilibration-depth is leq ∼40 nm (obtained by simple scaling
of the mass densities).
Specimens of muscovite mica (ρ = 2.83 g/cm3 ) were cleaved immediately before loading them into the irradiation chamber. They were bombarded in vacuum (∼2 × 10−6 Torr)
with scanned 3 MeV/u Auq+ beams (q = 30, 40, 45, and 51) at two distinct angles of incidence (0◦ and 79◦ to the surface normal).
The impact density was around
2
∼10 ions/µm , controlled by a charge integration system.
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4.2. SFM Measurements
The size and shape of the surface tracks were characterized offline with a Nanoscope
IIIa (Digital Instruments Inc., Tonawonda, NY, USA) scanning probe microscope in the
intermittent contact mode at ambient conditions. Only images collected with high quality
Si tips were stored and used for quantitative evaluation of the data. Special care was taken
for using the same tip (or at least tips of similar quality) to image the set of samples covering
the complete range of charge states. We made no effort to implement offline corrections
aiming to deconvolute tip-shape effects on the measured dimensions. However, the effect
of using probes of different tip radii was checked by comparing images (and quantitative
data derived from such images) obtained with standard Si tips (Budget Sensors, Innovative
Solutions Bulgaria Ltd., Sofia, Bulgaria) with super sharp tips (Applied NanoStructures
Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) that have, nominally, a factor of four smaller tip radius
(∼2 nm). A detailed discussion of the influence of the tip on the metrology of surface tracks
can be found elsewhere [7].
All measurements of impact features were performed considering the root mean
square (RMS) roughness of the pristine mica surfaces hpristine ( 0.05 nm) as the reference
height level. The hpristine values were used to define the lateral sizes of the impact features as well as the height of the reference plane needed in the hillock area and volume
determination. The area and volume of the hillocks were obtained directly by the image
analysis software, thus no assumptions were made regarding the shape of the impact
features to extract such data. The reference plane was rectangular, with a size sufficient
to encompass each individual impact feature. For impacts at normal incidence, the size
of the plane was 60 × 60 nm2 . For grazing angles, it was 300 × 100 nm2 . During the
measurements, the reference plane was initially positioned at the hillocks and afterwards
translated to neighbor areas in order to also measure the volume of the local roughness.
Three to four points around the hillocks were sampled. The effective volumes were taken
as the difference between the hillock volume and the volume due to pure roughness in the
selected region. For each charge state, a minimum of 50 impacts were analyzed to extract
the mean values of the surface tracks dimensions.
5. Conclusions
The impact features induced on mica surfaces by 3 MeV/u Au individual heavy
ions with well-defined initial charge states and normal incidence depend strongly on the
projectile charge state q. Under such conditions, the volume of the hillocks was found to
increase as q3.3±0.6 , which correspond to an electronic stopping power dependence HV
0.44
∝ (dE/dx )2.73
el . For the hillock diameter, on the other hand, Hd ∝ (dE/dx )el , close to
the scaling deduced for the track diameter in mica crystals using TEM and SAXS. For
grazing angles of incidence, the q-dependence of hillocks is very weak as the ions reach the
equilibrium charge state closer to the surface. Tiny craters were also observed at grazing
incidence especially at the largest q, implying that processes leading to craters are more
surface sensitive than those that result in the production of protrusions.
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